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REPORT 1204

APPLICATION OF SEVERAL

FREQUENCY

SUMMARY

METHODS FOR DETERMINING TRANSFER FUNCTIONS AND

RESPONSE OF AIRCRAFT FROM FLIGHT DATA ‘

lit the process of analyzing the longitudinal frequency-
reqxmse churacterMc.s of aircraft, irbjormation on some of the
methodsof analy~ishas been obtained by the Langley Laboratory
of the National Advisory t70m.rnitteefor Aeronautics. In the
investigaticmoj these methods, the practical applications and
limitations were stressed.

In general, the methods considered may be classed as: (1)
analysis oj sinusoidal response, (2?) analysis oj transient
response as to harmonic content through determination of the
Fourier integral by manual or machine methods, and (3)
analysig oj the transient through the use oj least-squares solu-
tions oj the coefficients oj an assumed equation jor either the
transient time re8ponse or jrequency response (sometimes
rejerred to as curve-$ttingamet?~ocls).

The ‘investigationhas led to the jollowing observations: The
cur~e-$tting methods (Donega.n-Pearson and ezponential-
approximation methods) appeczr to be less critical to inputs
having regions oj low harmonic content than Fourier methods
and present ,the frequency response a8 analytical expressions
(transjer junctions). Fourier methods indicate characteristics
oj jrequency response that may be missed in cuwe-$tting
methods becau~eoj the limitations on the assumedform oj the
equations used in the cuwe-$ttiing methods. For manual
calculations, the Donegan-Pearson method appears to be best
suited for highly damped sy~tems in respon,se to arbitrary
control inputs, the exponential-approximation method appears
to be best suited for lightly damped sy~tem~in response to step
or short-pulse control ‘inputs, and the Fourier method oflers
comparable results but requires length[y calculations. Special
machines for performing the Fourier analysis, such as the
<’oradi harmonic analyzer and the Fourier .synthe,sizer,reduce
the time required jor the solution but do not o$er particular
improvement in accuracy over the usual manual methods.
The use oj punchcard calculating machines for the evaluation
oj the Fourier integrals appears to o~er possibilities oj more
accurate results with a large reduction <n time over the usual
manual methods.

INTRODUCTION

111 recent years, a large number of rnethock have been
adwmced for the purpose of obtaining frequency-response
data, transfer functions, and stability coefficients from flight
tests by using control inputs of arbitmwy shape.. As pointed

1SupxsedcsNACATIN2997,1953.

out, in reference 1, the data obtained from the applien.tion
of these methocls me of great value to aircraft, and auto-
pilot ckwigners as well m to designers of other electronic.
airborne equipment for the combination of their individual
products into a stable working unit.

A r&um6 of methods and progress to date with reference
to dynamic flight testing is prewn ted by Jlilliken in reference
2. Although all these mtehods appear to have advantages
and limitations, some methods have gained popularity with
various groups whereas other methods remain comparatively
unused. A number of methods have been examined and
used by the Flight Research Division’ of the I~angley Aero-
mmtic.al I~aboratorjr in an efl’ort. to determine which methods
to adopt in establishing the transf m’ functions of the various
airc.raf t undergoing dynamic flight tests. This program has
offered a certain amount of practical experience in the use
ancl limitations of the methods, and it is believed that, this
experience may be of value to others engaged in obtaining
the freCIUenC~ responses of aircraft. ~o attempt has been
made to examine all the known methods of analyzing dynamic
responses and omissiou of any method is not. intendecl to
imply lack of merit.

A brief review of the methods ewminecl is oflered in this
report, together with references to their clerivations and
examples of their application. Three types of aircraft, a
fighter, tz transport, and a free-fall model, were used for
these examples. The examples are concerned with the
short.-period longitudinal mock of the airplane, which is
usually a well-damped mode defined by a fairly simple
transfer function. Thus, ttle c’omptwisons of methods pre-
sented herein are made solely on the basis of results obtained
from analysis of this longitudinal mode. It is recognized
that complicated oscillating systems may be annlyzecl and
greater accuracies obtained by all the methods reported at
the expense of a more extensive, analysis. The c!ornparison
of methods presented herein, moreover, ma-y be altered
when applied to more complicated systems.

The methods are discussed with regard to the time requirecl,
the means for facilitating their use, and the limitations on
their application. Some opinions presented are not directly
substantiated by quantitative results but are based on
experience in the use of the methods. The results obtuined
are”compared to give some indication of the relative accuracy
of the methods, exclusive of any inaccuracy in the nwwwre-
ments.

1
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SYMBOLS

coefkients of longitudkrd transfer functions of
an airplane (composed of stability param-
eters)

nmp]itude
coefficients of cubic a.pproxirnat.ion to tmnsient
dumping exponent in Ca’
damping cocfflcient, – 2U
arbitrury coefficient
differential operator, d/dt
nuturtil ~ogarithmic base, 2.71828
pressure altitude, fi
c.oeffkients of equation relating airplane longi-

tudinrd response to step-cont:rol motion

real and imaginary terms of Fourier integral,
respectively

stifi’ness coefficient, az+ d
Mach number
numerical integer
numerical integer or normal acceleration, g

units
period, se.c
LIIplacc ttrimsform variable
quantitry us Wfunction of frequency
qwmtity as t function of time
tinm vtiriabk of integration, sec
time to damp to one~hdf a~lpIitm&, see
time to damp to one-twentieth amplitude, sec
time, sec
time required for oscibtion to reach initial

penk from time of step-control input, sec.
time interval over which curve analyzed
abscissa of response curves
ordinate of response curves
angle of fittack, deg
fright-pwth tingle, cleg
control defkction, deg

damping ratio,
Dknping coefficient

Ckitlictd damping c.oefficicnt
pitch angle, deg
time lag, sec .
phase. mgle, deg
displacement coefficients of Coradi harmonic

wmlyzer
frequency, radim@ec
undamped natural frequency, radians/see
forcing frequency, radim@ec

elevator
input
output
magnitude at k O
magnitude at steady stti.te
mugnitude at infinity
error
numerical integers

The”abso]ute value. of any ;ernl is denoted by ~ 1.

BASIC (:ONCEPTS

It is assumed herein that, the reu(ler is fnmiliar with t]w
concepts and applicuiion of the LtiplwIe t rrmsform to li]]l-wr
systems. A presentnt,ion of this mcthi)~l muy I)c found in
reference 3.

The frequency response of a dynmnir system Minus its
ste~dy-st.tite response under the influenm of un input ilppliwl
in the form of w sinusoidal oscillution of twnst mlt tmq)lit u{l(’
and period. An timdyticzd expression which dcflnw thr frr-
quency response t.hrougho ut the frequ cnry nmgu is, whwl
defined in terms of the lALplw:c tmnsform vuri~~l)l[?p, tho
transfer function of t.hv system, Tht: transfw function not
only expresses the frequency responsr but it may I)r s~litl thu t,.
for linmr systems, any nrbit.rury input funrt ion opI!riI t w] f)n

by the transfer function dut crminw thr ~uriut ion in t II(!
output- function. C’onversely, if the input tmd output uw ,
known, it should be possible- to dctmn{nc tm unnlyt-iml ex-
pression which relutes the two, that is, t hc t nmsfcr function.
The present report is conrmml with scvt’rd mctllwls ~]f
obtaining the transfer funct ions of tiirrrilf t. from mcwwrrd
inputs tind responses. The nwt.hods prcsmtwl Ium’in, in
general, may be divided into two rlnssm: mrthods thtlt firs[
determine the frequency responsv of th~ syst vm and mothotk
that. determine the transfer function without thr dl*iwnlim~-
t,ion of the frequency response.

The NAC’A sign convention, m shown in figure 1, WSUIMIS
elevator trailing edge down m positive. Thwvforu, a posit iw
ele.vator ddlert.ion will, in generoll produrc nqg~t ivc st~~iir
responses. In order to wmform with t ht? usunl prurticv of
plotting frequency-response dnt z~, phme nnglcs hnve Ix:vu
shifted 180° (that is, zero phnse ungle tit mm) frcquenry).

DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION OF METHODS
SINUSOID.41.-RMlP0NSllMtl~HOI}

Of the several possible ways to obttlin the fruquvnry rr-
sponse of u system, an obvious way is to oseillute sinusoidnll~.
a control surfnce at a ronst nnt unplit udt! d fruqutmry unl il
a steudy-stute response of thr airmwft hns been ol)tni.nod unt 1
measure t,he mnplitude und phase MM ionship brt WC*LWinpl.]t
ancl output sine wtivcst The pt’0(’f?SS IUay ihLUl h l’(’jmlt [’d

throughout the frec~uenry range of intcmst. Thu t Iworut id
application of this method to the M crminrd ion of Ihu co-
efficients of the transfer function is given I.)y Grwnl)wg in
reference 4, und n gmphirnl method of determining transk’r
functions from freque]l~’y-respor~sc dat u is given in rrfwwwr %

.
n

Iiorizontalreference

FIGURE I.—Sign convention. Arrows indiwtu posit iw dirw(im.
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The sinusoidal-response method requires the least compu-
tation time and the most flight time of the methods reported
herein. In an effort to reduce the large amount of flight
testing required, a number of simplifications from the usual
technique have been attempted. One procedure that was
investigated involved obtaining sinusoidal-response data by
continuously record’tig the controlled input and the response
of the airplane while slowly changing the frequency of the
input to cover the range of frequencies desired. Appendix A
presents an estimation of the errors encountered at several
values of rate of change of forcing frequency when such a
frequency-modulated input is applied to a dynamic system
defined by a second-order lag. From this analysis and also

~from flight rcmdts, it appears that, for systems having near
critical damping, satisfactory results may be obtained. In
addition, it appears that a human pilot may generate an
adequately near sinusoidal input without the aid of special
equipment, particularly if he has a fairly precise indication
of the amplitude of his stick motion. A typical record oh-”
tained by using these techniques is presented in figure 2..
The deviation from a pure sinusoidal input is obvious al-
though the filtering supplied by the airframe results in a
nearly sinusoidal response, Jones ancl Sternfield in reference
6 outline a method for determining the amplitude of an
equivalent sine wave when the actual periodic wave has an
irregular form. In general, however, it has been possible to
obtain results consistent with the accuracy of the measure-
ments by fairing tho peaks of the oscillations in the input
and output and obtaining the double amplitude of these
quantities from the fairing by averaging over a number of
successive half-cycles. The mean value about which the
oscillations occur is established from the fairing of the peak
amplitudes, and the time lag of the output behind the input
is determined by averaging the lag read along this mean
value over a number of successive half-cycles. The period
of the oscillations is similarly obtained by averaging. The
method of measurement of these quantities is illustrated in
figure 2.

.=
L II ,~” [ Jo J, J* & J4

16 I7, 19
Time, ~ sec

FIGURE 2.—Film records of sinusoidal elevator input and response of
fighter in pitching velocity at lf=O.6 and ltn= 10,000 feet. Average

amplitude, ~ (Al+ ~2+~a); average period, ~ (P1 + PZ+ Pa); average

The importance of averaging over successive half-cycles,
when establishing the time lag, is shown in figure 2 where,
in some cases, the velocity of the input is considerably
different in one direction than in the other with the result
that the time lag read at one point will differ considerably
from that read one-half period later, The average, how-
ever, appears, in most cases, to represent adequately the
actual time lag.

The frequency-response parameters may be determined
from the averaged values through use of tho following
relations:

Frequency=&

Amplitucle ratio=
Amplitude of output,
Amplitude of input

(2)

Lag
Phase angle= 360 ~i;d

(1)

(3)

Flight records for a fighter airplane were obtained with
thepilot manually applying an approximate sine wave of vary-
ing frequency to the elevator. A sample of the flight data is
presented in figure 2, and some pertinent geometric chmwc-
teristics of the airplane and the flight condition under which
the data were obtained are listed in table I. Data points
obtained by the foregoing analysis are presented in figure 3
together with a suggested fairing, The scatter is considered
typical for this technique (pilot-induced input). These clat,a
points represent portions of two flights of the fighter airplane
and a recording time of about 250 seconds. A typical ex-
ample of the time required to reduce the flight data to a
frequency-response curve by this method is shown in table II.
Typical times are aIso presented in the table for other
methods to be discussed subsequently.

TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTICS AND FLIGHT COh’DITIONS OF AIR-
CRAFT USED FOR LONGITUDINAL TESTS

.
. ...“+ .+ ‘<’:

Condition
co

:

Free-fal I model

Fighter
Transport

Weight,lb... . . . . . . . . . . . 12,340 23,000 1,030
Tail length, ft. -... ----- 16.0 37.0 3.7
Wiqgarea, sq f}.------- 250 938.9 9.0
Horizontal tad area,

Sqft. -.-r ------------ 66.2 l;9i; li7;
Aapcctratio. . ..-_. ---- 4.975
Wingspan, ft....-.-.,.- 35.25 9i.o 6:0
Marm aerodynamic

chord,ft...-.- . . . . . . . . 7.45 11.5 1.5212
Pressureattitude, ft-.. - lobo~ 5,000 3%000
Machnumber---------- 0. 20s 0.725

Moment of inertia in
pitch, slug-ftz.... . . . . . 17,311 91,690

Syeep, deg. ... . . -------- 15.5 455:
Amcraftdeneltyfactor-. 122.; 30.6 2,720

.
1
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4 12

Frequency, W, rodions/sec

FIG L-RE 3. —Sitlllsoidal-respol lsc dat n puints of fight cr airplwc at
;11= 0.6 and hP= 10,000 feet.

TABLE II

EXAMPLES OF TIMES REQUIRED TO OBTAIN FREQUENCY
DATA FROM TRANSIENT DATA BY VARIOUS METHODS

INm$ber
Method ofmrdysis ifunctions

~mudyzc(l

y:&..dal .. . . . . . . .._.._-

Arr&ticrd intcgnttion. . . .
Numrriesl integration. . . .
Punch-card computer

(IBM). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fouriersynthesizer_.. -
C!OIyWl;hwmonic mm-

(?urw ftttin~:
Exr)oneutialmmroxima-

t[on; --
TMvctcomputtttion..
I>rouy. ... . . . . . . . . . ..-

l)onefeim-Pmrwm-... . . . .

2

2
2

2
2
2

bl
~1

2

h’umberof
rkta points
pmfunct[on

.........

:
241

Cont&4uous
curve

24

%

Numbc]
offm-

auencie:
knalyzec

hn?$orl

rime re-
lg;m’cy

*fer
mctmm,

m’

------
.-----
......
......
-.-.. .
L, ..-

0.5
Et:s

Tlmore-
ru$ridntm

requency
wsponse,

hr

uResultswereobtainedinform continuouswith frequencybut muncrierdevaluationwas
I1l~doat numberOffWpCIICICeS11OWIL

~Mctbodis printardyr.fr@icwbl@to impulseorstep inputs; thcrcfocc,umdysiso!the input
functionis not required.

FOUEIf2JfANALYSIS OF TRANSIENT RESPOIW4E

hdhw well-known method of determining tIw frequency
wsponw is to determine the eoeffkients of the Fourier
transform of the. input and output fUIK’tiOIISover a frequency
range by zmdyzing the response (m a function of time) of
the uircmft to an tirbitrary input.. The process is indictit.ecl
by the expression

J

la

g (jw)= “m
qo[t)e–j~tdt

s (4)
~ ql(t)e-~~’dt

which represents the M t io of the Fourier int cgrtd of the outp-
ut to the Fourier integral of the input. The dc.riwttion and
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used as well M the value of the hnsient q(t) at this point,
The coefficients thus determined give an equation that may
be used to check the fit of the transient by the expression
before further work is initiated.

This approach to the evaluation of the Fourier integral
may be expressed analytically as follows:

n-w
Q(@)= ,2, Q?2(4=K(@)-jK2(@) (6)

where

J
(Jn(@)= ~‘t”+’(a#3+bJ2+cJ+dJ e-’’” dt

n
and

~n “L.1’l

J t
f?e-i.t~t=–~ (6+6jtu–3t’u2–jt3u3) e-”” ~’+’

71 n

J
b~ ~t:’+’“ k+lt-e-iufdt=j~ (2+2jtw—t2a2) e-iiu ~

n n

J

‘tn+l L+l
c,,

t“
t<-%+ (l+jto)e-i’” ~

,n

J

‘t,,+1 dn, _.,w tn+l
([n t C?-f”t(lt=--.— e ‘

n ju tn

The substitution of discrete values of frequency o gives
t,ho real and imaginary terms of the Fourier transform of the
time transient q(t),and the relationships of amplitude and
phase tire given as

A= \:K,2+K;

–K,
‘=tan-’ K,

(7)

.

As an illustration of this method, a numeri~al example is
presented in appendix B. A rn.ethod of this type is not very
adaptable to machine methods because some discretion is
required in the subdivision of the transient, and the time
intervals are not necessarily equal. A small amount of trial
and error may be required in the choice of these time inter-
vals, particularly in tho vicinity of points of inflection. The
cubic representation has the merit of being the lowest-order
polynomial to contain a point of inflection. This approach
to the solution of the Fourier integral has the advantage of
providing an analytical representation thtit may be directly
com.pa.red with the transient and of providing an exact
analytical integration. On the basis of comparable accuracy,
this approach is in many instances shorter than the classical
numerical integration method that follows.

Manual Method: Numerical integration of product curves of
q(t) sin~t andq(t) coswt. —The usual manual method, which
also is the basis of some of the machine methods, requires
a large amount of graphical or nummic.al integration, because
no attempt is made to obtain a continuous analytic expression
for the transient until it hus reached a steady state. If the
input is restricted to a simple analytical expression (for
example, a step input will have a constant value from zero
tim.c to infinity), the graphical or numerical integration of
the input is eliminated and the time required for the solution
of equation (4) is roughly reduced by one-half. For the
purpose of graphical or numerical integration, equation (4)
may be recluced to an expression involving real integrals of

the form

J

m

J
q(t)e-j”’dt= ‘q(t) cos d dt-j

J

.
g(t) siIl cot (it

o 0
=K’’(~j –jiK2(u) (8)

where the frequency-response relationships are given by
equation (7).

The numerical and graphical method for the solution of
the Fourier integral, and an example of its use, is given in
reference 4 by Greenberg and a more complete discussion is
given by Schctzar in reference 8.

A rule of thumb for choosing the proper time interval in
analyzing flight data has been suggested by experience gained
in the use of this technique. The rule is restricted to tho
methods of integration adaptable to the manual methods,
for example, Simpson’s three-point rule. In general, a
chosen time interval At will give reasonable results up to a

frequency of ~t so that a time interval of 0.10 seconcl may

be expected to produce good results up to a frequency of
about 6 radians per second. The proper choice of time
intervals is obviously dependent on the character of the input
and output; however, the foregoing rule has been found
usually conservative except in cases of extremely erratic
varidions in the input and output. The highest frequency
at which reasonable results might be cxpec.ted will also clepend
upon the choice of forms of integration, u superior integrating
method affording use of greater time intervals for comparable
results.

When Simpson’s three-point rule for numerical integration
or a planimcter are used for this mcthocl, the time required
may be estimated by another rule gained from experience.
For a typical case where the short-pcrioci longitudimd re-
sponse to a step or pulse input is analyzed, the time requirecl
to obtain the amplitude tind phase angle of the output (one)
function at 8 frequencies by using 24 data points has been
found to be about 6 man-hours for an experienced user.
Tabulated values of sin d and cos tit were useci and the
time required to make these. tabulations was not inclucled
in the estimate.

Punch-card method (IBM) .—Certain hiernationtd Busi-
ness Machines (described subsequently and rcferrecl to as
IBM machines) offer a timesaving solution to the process
outlined in the previous section with usually more accurate
results over a greater frequency range sinco use of more
complicated and accurate methods of numerical integration
are feasible. Weddle’s seven-point rule (ref. 9, p. 125) as
derived from the hiiewton-Cotes quadrature formula lMS
been employed and is an example of such a method.

By using essentially the same procechwe as the manual
method which integrates the product curves q(t) sin cd and
q(t) cos cot, a set of ‘(master” cards arc punched, which
define the values of the cosine and sine func.tious for the
values of cd selcctcd and also define the numerical integra-
tion process used. Since values of d determine the values
of the trigonometric functions punched on the. cards, the
frequency range to be evaluated may be varied by changing
the time interval in inverse proportion. Carck are likewise
punched for the time functions of input and output (and
these must obviously be punchccl for each separate analyzed
record).
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The. calruktions involved in the I?ourier analysis method
M performed on the IBM machines thwt me available at the
Langley Lu.boratory tire. as follows:

(1) Time response data are perforated onto IBM cards
by using a card punch.

(z) C!orrect transcription of data onto cards is checked by
a. ~erifwr.

(3) Origintd dec.li of cards representing time-response
data is reproducecl, one deck for each frequency to be ana-
lyzed, by using a reproducer.

(4) Integrating factors and trigonometric functions are
transferred from t,hc “master” deck to each deck obtained
from step @) by using the reproducer.

(5) Product functions (q(t) sin at and q(t)cos @ are
obttiine(l by an electronic calculator.

(6) End corrections and integration corrections are ap-
plied by using a sorter and the electronic calculator.

(7] Fourier summation of terms obtained for each fre-
quency are made by using t-ttabulator (alphabetical account-
ing machine),

(8) summary cards of amplitude and phase reIa-t.ionships
are obtained on the. electronic calculator.

(9) Final frequency data of input and output functions
are typed out by tho tabulut.or.
Some aspec t’s of this process as applied to Iateral responses
having steudy-state. oscillatory responses are described in
more detail in reference 10.

‘1’he time required for this IBM equipment to perform
the operations indicated has been found to be 5 machinc-
hours for the determination of data at 12 frequencies for
one function by using one set of machines and 24 I data
points (12-second records using 0.05-second interwds). This
time was averaged over several performances and included
till checks and correction of mistakes.

Method using the dectromechanical Fourier synthesizer.—
!l’he elect.romecha.nicaI Fourier synthesizer, originally built
tmd used by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to
produce transient-response curves from frequency-response
data, was designed to perform the following operation (see
ref. 11):

~ *,l#-w+AJ = .=a,..~’ co’ (@+AJ-71.=1,2,3,...

where.
g% amplitude of nth bmnonic
4. phuse angle of nt.h harmonic
B angular displacement of fundamental
The application of the Fourier synthesizer to the evaluation
of the Fourier integraI may be seen from the following
derivation.

The general form of analysis assumes that any arbitrary

curve of input, or Output IIIUY be represented by u sl!riw o f
step functions with a constant finitt! iimc lag Ix’tww’n t.hi!
steps:

I
,

C7(f)

-At+
I

fAqV)
I L ,1 #

to t] tz . /3
#

t4 t5 /6
The, f, sec

The step approximation is the same as that used in 1IN’”
analytical method of obtaining the frequww.v rcsponw from
a time response to a step input as prewnt ed in rt’fmww(’ 12
and also the same as the extension of this atudyticnl nu’thmi *
to an arbitmry input m present ml in rcfwwmw 13. Ths,
the Fourier integrtd of an arbitrmy funrticm in t inw q(l)
may be approximatwl in the form

In trigonometric form

(1o)

(Ill

This reltitionship, as can be seen by comparison of equation
(Ila) with equation (9), may be handled by thv Fourior
synthesizer.

The number of points that, may be used ronwmimtly to
represent the time-response curv~ is determined by t IN’
number of resoIvers avaiIablo in the mtichine to sinmlti [t!
the convolution process. Thp machine invc’stigatt’d, wn- “
ploying 24 resoIvers, required 4 to S hours to obtain t l)!:’
frequency response of a system from any nrhitrary inplut
rmd output that may be represented by 24 equally spm’vd ‘
steps. The frequency data arc prcsentrd by the machine us
curves of the Fourier transforms of the real aINl imaginary
coefficients. From tltesc curves, values nt any numlwr of
frequencies may be chosen for the dctwmination of ph~w
angle. and amplitude.
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ln view of the fact that the Fourier synthesizer utilizes 24
cclua.lly spaced steps, it is limited to transients that may be
adequately approxinmtcd thereby. Although the frequency
mnge plo tkl b-y the synthesizer is from O to r/At radians per
seconcl, the results do not appear to be accurate to any
higher frecluency range than is quoted for the manual method

()
which uses Simpson’s rule w=: .

oAt
Coradi harmonic analyzer .—The Coradi harmonic. analyzer

(ref. 14) is a scmirnanually operatecl tracing machine which
by the use of several rolling spheres may be used to evaluate
the Fourier integral of a function. The model investigated
(Dent-Drapw IWodel, Rolling Sphere Type, h’lic.o Instrument

* Company, Cambridge, Mass.) employed five spheres which,
through use of various gems, may measure the harmonic
content of a curve within a range of 1 to 50 harmonics.
Dctuils of the operation of an earlier model of the Coradi
harmonic analyzer are presented in reference 15.

Through the use of the Coradi harmonic analyzer, the time
transient is traced from the point of ini~iation (initial con-
ditions zero) to the point of steady-state response and the
following int vgrals arc cvaluat.wl:

(12a)

(12?J)

These integrals me proportional to the real and imaginary
part of the Fourier integral of the curve being analyzed

The proportiomdity may be seen by integrating the Fourier
integral hy parts to change variables so that

J
Q(oJ)=-$ e-~”’ ‘+-?L ‘i(m)e-~”’d [y(t)] (13)

,j@o

where for all practical purposes the first term is zero, In
the use of the Coradi harmonic analyzer, the term q(t) is
plotted along the y-axis; therefore, equation (13) may be
written as follows:

Q(.)=:
Jp “

‘me-~’JJtd[y(t)]

1= ~.
J

‘m-Ju’(1 [y(t)] (14)
‘l,sc_j@t(~[V(t)]+j+ J/,, e

J@ 1)

where the second term is zero since YS*=v~. In trigono-
metric form, equation (14) becomes

Q(u)=–: J“”’ sin dci?[y(t)]+; ~’ COS dd[y(t)] (15)

so that substitution of equations (12) into ecluation (1~) gives

(10)

27rn
where 6J=— and tr is clefinecl as the time interval over

t,

which the curve was a.nalyzed. The constant 1/0 is the
scale factor between the function being analyzed and t.hc
displacement of the dials of the analyzer. In general,
because only the ratio of output to input. is desired, the
individual scale factors need not be computed provided both
quantities are plot ted to the same scale.

This analyzer appears to produce the Fourier coeffi-
cients within an accuracy dependent upon the liinematic
accuracy of the machine (which is primarily affected by
slipping of the rollers but also to some extetlt by wear)
and the ability of the operator and machine to follow exactly
the trace being analyzed. The operator is required to
follow the curve in the direction of the ordinate q(t) while
the machine, operated by a microswitch, automatically
traverses along the abscissa (t). Accurate tracing becomes
diilicult when steep slopes (large values of dq/cZt)me experi-
encecl, and a certain timount of roller slipping ad human
error should be expected. This inaccuracy is dleviatcd
somewhat by avemging tho vtil ucs ob twinWI from three or
more repeated tracings. Experience with the machine has
indicated that the accuracies obtained me about the swne
as those obtained by the manual methods.

The time required to obtain the Fourier coefficients of
one function g(t) for 15 harmonics has been found to be about
4 hours for an experienced operator. This estimate includes
the time to aline correctly the axes of the curve with the
machine, to connect the correct set of gears for each .5
harmonics, and to tr~cc the curve three times for each set
of 5 harmonics.

A consideration in the use of this machine is its ability
to produce the Fourier coefficients in a comparatively short,
time, particularly with erratic functions that would require ‘
very small time intervals to represent accurately the function
for use by other methods. A point worth noting is that, for
erratic functions, the average of several tracings should
produce a more reliable result. In tho use of the Coracli
harmonic analyzer, the limitation that the function must
reach steady sbate still applies.

CURVE-FITTIN ~ METHODS

Iu the methods herein called curve-fitting methods, the form
of the transfer function is directly or indirectly assumed and
the coefficients of the tmmsfer function are determined by
least-squares methods of a combination of least-scluares ancl
direct-computation methods. With a number of these
methods, the analytical expression called the transfer
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[ion is obtained without first, obtaining frequenry- I
,Jonse dtltu.

The Doncgw)-Petuwm met.hod requires a direct Msump-
tion m to the form of the tnmsfcr funet ion ti.ncl solves for
th~ c.oefFiricnts by substituthlg into the transfer function
the input and the output time funet ions tmcl their integrals. ~
On the. other hwncl, the expoll~?~ltial-~lpproxinli~~ion method ;
solves for t.hc coefficients ‘of antily[ic;al expressions which
npproximute the time histories of the input. tincl output
functions. The transfer function is then est.wblished by
twking the Lttphwe transform of these amdyt ictil funrt ions.

l’n either the Donegm-Prti.rson or the. cwponent,iid-approx.
inmtion methods, the order of th~ expressions used to approx-
ima to either the tmmsfcr funr tion or tho input-output time
historim is unlimitled. Therefore, t-he requirement thut the
form of the transfer function be assumed would itppeur [o
be not part,irulut’]y restrictive other thtin that the systenl
bv Iinear. In priwtice, however, the computation involved
in the least-squares procedure increases rapidly with increase
in the order of the equutions and the cqu~ltions tend t.o
bw.ome progressively more ill-conclit ioned. The general
pnwt ice thweforo hzls been to tlssumc a form for * given
transfcw funrtio~~, m would be predirted from the st tit]ilit~-
theory,. u.ncl this prnc.tlire., in gwwraI, negkrts low-frequency
(phugod) modes nnd possil.de high-frequency modes clue to
strudmrtil ehlst.icit.y in order t.oholcl the. order of the equn trions
to IL minimum. Such procedures do not afl’ord de.tecticm
of thesd modes from flight-test dat,tl in cases where these
modes me irnportt-mt,, unlws n form of the trtmsfer function
is assumed in o-dvance which include surh modes. In
con trust, Fo urim antdysis will detect }111det nils of the fre-
quency responso which me within the accuracy of the.
measurement.s uncl the cdc.ulution procedure. The. forms
of the longitudinal tr.nnsfcr functions usually assumed in
ronj unrt.ion with the. c.urvc-fit t ing methods are:

c!+ Ep +F— .......... .
‘–.lp’-t-flp+co

m’ (+ +H— = —*———
6 .4p-+ Bp+L7 1

tl Lp%-Mp+N..-. .——
8 Ap’+13p+c J

whew the subs tit u~ion of ju for th o .LtipliIce t rimsform op-
t:ra tor p gives the fmq uent:y responw ot’ thc systwn.

Exponential-approximation methods,—Sinew the response
of n linear system to a step or impulse is u sum of exponentia]s,
tin obvious method for fitting uirpltine time responses is the
rhoic.e of exponcmtid terms. The number of exponcntitils
is seIected so thut the Luplacc trtinsfornmtion will give. the
swne pol~momid expressions as obtnincd from sttibility
theory. AIthough this method cm be applied to tin-y inpyt
that, has a.Laplace t.rm.sform, it, is most suited for npplicat,ion
to responses to an approximate impuke, u step, and ap
upproxinmte step input. The prtlctjictii “tipproxirntite st ep,”
as romps.red to the theorct icd perfwt step, Intly have n

:39.4sw:,+.Ii,--- ={1.q.w’‘=(T,,,)-

(j(])
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I/7
L\./;–P——

2 4
Time,f, sec

FIGURE .t.-Rclatiousllip of lag T to phase angle @in a time response to

()aStepcle\~atori llput. +=zr~=zr “~–~ .

input and lightly damped systems by writing equation (18)
in the form

q(t)=g. +ea’~~ sin (d+@) (23)
a11d

(24)

where P is the period of the oscillation and tP is the time re-
quired for the oscillation to reach a peak after initiation of
the step input. The relationship among O, P, and tPmay be
visualized by reference to figure 4.

The method of obtaining the transfer function for a system
represented I)y equation (18) in response to a step input of
Lhe forcing function is shown in appendix ~. The transfer
function is of the form

:(,)=(’+)~’+(b’”+::-J’a)P+*,25,

p’-l-b+k

where a, b, k, and u me related by equations (20) and (2I ),
and 60is the magnitude of the stop,

As a general rule, the exponential-approximation methocl
of simulating transient data seems to ofler the best approach
of any of the methods reported in this report when the re-
sponse is a lightly damped oscillation to an approximate step.
It is of interest to note that this method may be used even
though the input is not approximated by exponential expres-
sions, provided its analysis is restricted to the free-oscillation
portions of the response, The coefficients k, b, J,, and J2
of equations (18) and (19) may be obtained regardless of tho
form of input, provided that they are obtahmd from a portion
of the time-response curve after the input has reachecl a
steady-sttit e value. This adaptation is pointed out “by
Shinbrot in reference. 16 and the method of application, is
reported therein.

The foregoing method is useful only when the periocl and
time to damp to one-half amplitude ma,y be read direc.tlav

from the records. ~or highly danlpec~ systems where Lhis
is not possible ancl as an alternate to the foregoing approuch,
a least-squares method for obtaining the period, clamping,
and other coefficients of equwtion (18) may be employed.
Greenberg, in reference 4, discusses extensively the applica-
tion of the Prony method for fitting a sum of exponent iak
to a number of equally spacecl ordinates. This method will
likewise obtain the transfer funcLiOIl given by equation (25).

A measure of how closely the tinalytical expression repre-
sents the time response of the system during free oscillation
may be obtained by substituting the derived coefficients
into equation (18) ancl allowing the time t to vary. This
substi tmtion amounts to taking the inverse Laplnco trans-
form of the transfer function, once it hm been Qetcrmined,
and returning the function Q(u) to the time domain where

I it should be equal to the original function of time q(t).
The time required for this ;nethocl wwies with the-number

of least-squares solutions required to obtain the. four un-
knowns b, k, Jl, and Jz, The extreme case is t.l]e case where a
least-squares solution is desired for all the coefficients of u
response. In this instance if the input is considered to be n
step and the response is described by 24 data points, the
time required to obtain the transfer function of the system
may be estimated at 8 to 10 man-hours of work, and tl~~!e.
separate least-squares solutions are required, Any reduction
in the number of least-squares solutions will obviously
reduce the time required appreciably.

Donegan-Pearson method,-This method is appropriate
for obtaining the transfer function from transient response,
to an arbitrary input, and, when only manual computing
techniques are available, offers a good degree of accuracy
with a minimum of work. The method is presented in
reference 17. In brief, a transfer function of one of the forms
given by equation (17), for example,

(Ap2+13p+C)g=8(Ep+F) (26)

is integrated twice and rearranged to give -.

(2(3,,)

The equation is now in a form whwc the intcgrtds may be
calculated from q and 6 which are known from a.time history.
The integral quantities in the foregoing equation me evalu-
ated at some fixed time intervals, starting with the initial
control input, to form a series of simultaneous equations
from ~f,hich the B, ~, E F

—~and — coefficients may bo cvalu-
AAA A

ated by the least-squares method.
The expression of the transfer function in integ~al form is

an important point with regard to npplicution of this tech-
ni~uc in that the integration processes are inherently more
accuiate, thun the differentiation process indicated in the
normal form of the transfer functions. The integrals and the
coefficients may be obtained by the matrix methocls de-
scribed in references 17 and 18. The use of higher-orc]w
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terms in the numerator md denominator of the transfer
function is possible but, in many ctises, is unneccssa.ry
bec.wse of the insignificance of their coefflc.ients tmd is
imp.mctic.albemuse of thti large amount of additional work
requirecl.

In the derivation of this method no restriction is made
or impIied that the forcing function (input) or transient
response remh a steady state withid the time limit con-
sidered. There nppems to be, howeverl a,practical limitation
on the.length of the record since, for any given short length
of a curve, a large number of ma] y tica~expressions may be
written that satisfy, with good precision, the conditions of
the curve in the region considered. Obviously, as the le~gjh
of the record considered is extended, the expressions that
adequately define the curve become more Iirnited until the
rorreCt expression is closely approached. In the analysis
of arbitrary inputs a.ncl”responses that, remhed a steady
state, thk method produced excellent results over a large
range of frecluencies in u. reasonably short length of time.
When proficiem!y was obtained in the USC.of this method,
including the matrix methods of integration and least squares,
n c.ornplet.e frucluency response required about 8 man-hours of
work from raw data (averaging about 20 data points) to fin-
ished fre.quermy-response curves (averaging 16 frequencies).

In the application of this method, a somewhat simpler in-
tegrating matrk was used that, reduced the time of integra-
tion by about one-half over the method presented in reference
17. The derivation of this integrating matrix by use of the
reltitionships reported by Dkderich in reference 18 is pre-
sented in appendix D.

A f’hec.k on the accuracy with whit.11 the time rc.sponsc is
represented is afl’md~!dby tIll! inverse Laplmw t.rausformat ion
process described in reftvvnw :1. A second method, which
is suggested in rcferemw 1T, u [iIizes t-he evaluated it~tegrtils
of the ou t.putj the recorded input, tind the transf w funct ion.
If the transfer function is to represent the system accurately,
the response obtained by this check must be equal to the
original time response.

For both the Donegan-Pearson and exponent.ial-approxi-
mation methods, a seconcl approximation to the determined
transfer-function codlkients may be made by a procedure
suggest ed by Shinbrot in reference. I.6. In cases whmw this
refining proc.edurc was attempted, the process was lengthy
a ml frecluent.ly dicl not, d’ord be t,ter approximations became
of failure o f the method to converge.

RESULTS AND COMPARISONS OF METHODS

The frequency responses w obtained from three aircraft
of different types are used herein for illustrative purposes.
A summary of the mass and geometric parameters of these
ai rcmf t together with a sket ch of their phm forms is presented
in table 1, M arc the flight- conditions for which the dwt,i~were
obtained. These aircraft will be referred to M a fightw, a.
transport, and a free-fall model.

All methods of antdysis were not tippliecl to all three of these
nircraf t, but. a comparison of the methods is maclc herein for
the lighter at one flight condition. The comparison is made
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‘I~URE 6.—Frequency response of the fighter relating pitohing velcwity
to elevator cleflectionat M=O.6 andhp=lO,OOO feet as determined
by scvcrcd methods,

intervals of 0.10 second. On each of those three figures,
the accuracy with which the responses were represented by
the transfer functions determined by the Donegan-Pearson
methocl is shown by the data points on the response curve.
These points represent values of pitching velocity obtained
by multiplying the integrated functions of equation (26a)
by the clerived transfer coefficients at the values of time
indic.atcd in figure 5. This procedure is described in more
det:ail in refereuce 1i’.

Time, t, sec

FIGURE 7.—Time history of elevator square-pulse input and pitching-
velocity response of fighter at fif= 0.6 and hp= 10,000 feet. Circled
points indicate the response calculated from transfer coefficients
obtained from Donegan-Pears!on method.

FIGURE 8.—Time history of elevator triangular-pulse input and pitch-
ing-velocity ree~onse of fighter at M= 0.6 and hz= 10,000 feet.
Circled points indicate the reeponse calculated from transfer coeffi-
cients obtained from Donegan-Peareon method.
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The frequcrwy response of the fighter m determined by
these transfer functions is shown in figure 9 compared with
the fa.ired curves of amplitude ratio and phase angle ob-
t.tiined from the sinusoidal-response method. The sinusoiclnl-
response method is included bemuse it involves a difkvnt
test technique. These four sek of frequency-response curves
~ppenr to be in good agreement. Wlether their agreement
is t.o WI “tic.ceptable degree” may be illustmted by examining
how closely thwy agree in the time domtiin when tin iclrntiml
control input is applied in each case. ‘1’hisprocess maybe done
manually through use of the inverse Laplace t-ra.nsforrntit ion;
however, t.hc Fourier synthesizer ofl’crs a mac.hint met.hod of
obttiining the time response of a system clescribecl by the
freclllellcy-response curves to an Wpproximale ramp or st,ep.
The. Fourier synthesizer was used in the present analysis a-ml
the invm~e of the process described in the section entitled
“lkscript.ion and Discussion of Xlethocls” was applied.

.
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square and triangular inputs go to zero at equally spaced
increments of frequency, the spacing being dependent on the
duration m-d shape of the input.. For either shape, doubling
the duration of the input will halve the spacing between the
frequencies of zero harmonic content. An error frequently
encountered m the frequency domain when Fourier methods
me used is caused by the harmonic content of the Fo’urier
transform of the input closely approaching or reaching zero,
TV’hen this condition occurs, slight errors in the data cause
tho frequency-response curves to diverge and even to go to

rnfinit y at some frequency if the harmonic content of the
input functions becomes zero at that frequency.

An example of the distortion of the frequency-response
curves due to low harmonic content was obtained in the
analysis by Fourier methods of the rectangular-pulse input
and pitching-veloclty response of the fighter as shown in
figure 12. Because of the length of the rectamgulur-pulse
input used, the harmonic content of both the input ancl
response closely approached zero at frequencies of about 8.5
radians per second. The discontinuity due to the lack of
harmonic content ie shown in the frequency-response plot of
figure 13, An additional test utilizing an input which affords
data having good harmonic content in the region of uncer-
tainty would be desirable in order to msurc that no leglt,imate
secondary peak or other significant characteristic exist in
khat range of frequencies.

When chooosing inputs to be used in obtaining flight data
for Fourier analysls, it is desirable to examine their harmonic
amplitudes in light of expected instrument accuracies in order
to select an input or series of inputs which will afford sufli-
cient,ly accurate frequency-response data in the frequency
range of interest.

Since it is desirable to maintain large values of harmonic
content over the entire frequency range, inputs approaching
an impulse would appear most usable. In practice, how-
mwr, control inputs of thk type having suitable amplitudes
must be maintained over a slgnificsmt length of tune so that
the airplane is disturbed sufficiently to insure accurate

FIGURE 12.—Timc
pitching-velocity
feet.

Time, t, sec

history of elevator rectangular-pulse input and
response of fighter at N!= 0.6 and ho= 10,000

measurement of the response. Thus, the transform of the
resulting pulse will often closely approach or reach zero at
some frequency in the range over w~lch the response is
clesired.

The transform of the step input hm the desirable feature
of never becoming zero. Having infinite amplitude at zero
frequency, the transform decreases as the inverse function
of frequency and approaches zero amplitude as the frequency
approaches infinity. In view of the rapid decrease in
harmonic content with increase in frequency, however, it is
sometimes difficult to maintain the accuracy of the frequency
response to as high a value of frequency as desired. This
effect may be seen in figure 11 by comparing the harmonic
content .of the triangular and step pulses from 1 to 8 raclians
per seconcl.

Frequency, u, radians/see

FIGURE 13,—Discrepancies in regions of low hartnonic content that
appear when the frequency response of the fighter is determined
by the Fourier analysis.
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The trtinsforms of several basic inputs together with the
cfl’ec.ton hm-nomc content d’ distortion of t.hesc basic inputs
are illustrated in reference 10.

EFFECrOFRECORIILENGTH

The advantage indicated for the so-calIed curve-fitting
methods with regard to their ability to m die a logical inter-
polation over frequency regions of low harmonic content
would also appear to be tipplicabIe to extra.pokdion in either
the frequency or the time- domain, For example., the fact
that the analytical form of the trnnsfer function is assumed
in adwmce for these curve-fi~ting methods wo UM tippcar to
afford possibilities for mmlyzmg only a part of ~ inpUt’ wld
response to mtaldish the coefficients of the transfer function
whwetis the Fourier analysis, by the nature of the limits of
the Fourier integral, requires thut u sfieudy-sta.te or a constant-
mmplihlcle oscilltition be obtniued. This apparent aclvanttige
of the curve-fitting methods in that the transient is not
recpirecl to reach stetidy st tit e lms, in general, proven to have
ddinite practical limitu.tions. In tlw application of both
Fourier und curve.-fitting methocls, it htis been found that
time trtinsicmts that do not, C1OSC1Yat tuin stendy state c10IIot
produce mc.curute frecluency-response duta.

Figure 12, which shows the time. history of rI rect tingular-
pulse clew tor input, and the response in pitching velocity
of the fighter, may be used to illustrate. these practica~
limitations. The data werti analyzed in three stages. The
response was first considered, in the. time interd from
() ~ t ~ ().70 Ewconcl, to be till! response of the fighter to ml

approximate step wl;cre the pitching velocity appeared to
rwwh a stetidy state before the elevator was again disturbed.
Time inc.rwnents of 0.05 seconcl were wed to obtain the
frequency response of this portion of tk time histories by
the Prory, Donegmi-Pewson, and manual Fourier methock.
(In this umdysis, the Prony method requirocl 16 man-hours;
the Donegan-Pearson method required 9 man-hours.) In
wldit,ion ? check points were oh tained by the manual Fourier
method (b? using Simpson’s hwe-point- rde of int~gra.tion)
with time mtwvals of 0.10, 0.025, and 0.0125 seconcl. The
fr~q~lel~cy-respollse -results of this analysis are- shown in
figure 14 and, although all the met.hoc]s closely agree, the
freque.nc.y response a.ppems to be quite clifl’erent from that
indicat ecl in figure 6 which WM ob tainecl for the swne airphme-
at, the smnc flight conditions.

The source of this discrepunry was determined when the
time histories shown in figure 12 were again wmlyzc.d by using
the Donegun-Pea.rson method at 0.05 -scrond intervtds to a
time of 1.40 seconcls where the response still had not. ap-
proached a- stwdy state too C1OSCJY,Lrut the length of the
record used had been doubkl and k effective amplitude
hacl been more than doubled. .4 Lhird analysis was made
by using the Donegnn-Pemson methocl at 0,10-second inter-
vals to 2.IO seconds at which time its st,eudy-state. value was
closely attuiuecl. The frequency- response obtained b-y using
etich of the three record lengths is shown in figure 15 together
with the frequency response oht,aimxl for the fighter (by the

,j+J–~– 0:, ~
Method At sec ~

Ptony
----- Doneqon-Peorson

-%4--–1---!- ----i-----~=--===-~-- ~- --~

.- -“

Frequency,w, rodionsjsec

FIGURE 14.—FrecIuency response of Ihc fig~Llw rchit ing pil rhilw
velocity’ to elcwt or defieut icm aiJ .31=0.0 imd }1~,-=10,000 fwl :is
determined from first one-third of rwl :Iugi W--pldsu-inpl Il. t illu,
history.

Donegan-Pwwm method) from [iguw 6. It nm.v IN’ swn
that, when the first} one-third of its response w~ls tm~tljxl?ll,
the record was short, and a steady stutc 1A not l.wn
reached; these fuct.ors preclu(ltd tin adequately prwiw lh+ini-
tion of the time response and an crroncws frcqurnl’y rwponw
was obttiined. When the hmgth of th~~rword was LNLIM,
a more correct trend bewne tippwnl, but, bmwuse IL St CW[J”

stmte had still not be-en defined, sonw fuirly large disrr(’pnwil’+
persisted, part,ic.ularly with regard to the static WLIW of thu
frequency response (the frec~llell[?:y-respt311si!vurvw of figllw f;
being used as a basis for comparison). Whm thc iuh]i}sis
inchxlecl the entire response, even t~lougtl the t inw inl wvul
used in the analysis was doubkd, a ek~ agrmmwnt with
the freqnem!y response ob ttiined from the sitUP inpu[, ww
obtained. Reference 17 rec.onmwnds that enough {)f t IUI
response time history should be t tdwn to rwver t hr ntlt uml
periocl of the system.

,

.
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FIGURE 15.—Frequency response of the fighter relating pitching
velocity to elevator deflection at M= 0.6 and hn= 10,000 feet as

determined from portions of rectangular-pulse- ancl step-input

time histories by using the Donegan-Pearson method.

OTHER CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF ERRORS

In Lhe dctmnination of transfer functions from inputs and
ou tiputs having regions of low harmonic. cent t!nt ~ an a.c~van-
tage has been indicated to the approach of fitting an analytic-
al expression to experimental data. In the authors’
opinion, this curve-fitting technique, as comparecl to the
Fourier analysis, is of partic.uhw merit if hhe.re is reasonable
confidence that the assumed analytical expression is of the
correct form for the system being analyzed. In this mtmner,
another condition (the form of the transfer function) is
st,ip ulated which the antil,vsis must obey. In mathcmmtical
processes, the more concli~ions correctly stipulated, the mom
precise the results, On the other hand, errors in the transfer
function or frequency response as obtained from the curve-
fitting methods, due to either the. wrong assumption of tho
form of the transfer function or to the errors in the cwkula-’

tions, are not readily a.ppment since the assumption of a
given form will usually give varia~ions that appear logical.
However, as has been pointed out, mrtain checks, such as
the use of the inverse Laplace transformation, are. mmilable
for comparing the time response predicted from the transfer
functions with the time-response curves from which the
transfer functions were derived.

In the Fourier methods, inaccuracies arc, in general, mom
readily discernible than in curve-fit Ling mcthock. In tht!
use of Fourier methods, there has been found evidence of
discrepancies attributable to three muses (as pointed out in
ref. 10): the lack of harmonic content of the Fourier integrcd,
the usc of too largi” til~le intervals in the time clomain to
afford accuracy in the frequency domain, and the incorrect
synchronization of input and response data in the time
clomain.

The first of these errors hm already been discussed in the
consiclemtion of the effect of input on Fourier methods ancl,
as has been pointed out, is usually discernible by divergence
of the curves in some smzdl range of frequencies.

The second of these errors, that of too large time intervals,
is generally indicated by a scattering of the data points in
the frequency domain where the magnitude of scatter usually
diverges rapidly with increasing frequency. Insight into the
cause of this scatter may be seen in the characteristics of the
Fourier transform where, at each frequency, the transient
q(t) is multiplied by a sine and cosine wave of unit amplitude
and whero the resulting area under the two procluct, curves
determine tho coefic.ients of the real ancl imaginary parts of
the complex variable in the frequency clomain. As fre-
quencies greater than the naturul freqmmc.y are investigated,
the differences in the positi~’e and negative areas of the
produc L curves grow smaller (compared with the magnit ucle
of the individual me.as) so that. the efi’cwt of small errors is
magnifiecl. Thus, small inaccuracies in the representation
of the trausient curve become more prominent as higher
frequencies arc investigated ancl appear in the frequency
domain as scatter. Several estimates of the frequency at
which scatter will become important, for the clifferent Fourier
methods, based on the time interval chosen, have bee-n given
in the section entitled “Descripticm ancl Discussion of
Jlethocls.”

A typical occurrence of scatter due to the choicl? of too
large a time interval was ob ta.inwl when the response of a
free-fall model, the c.haracterist ics of which are given in
table I, was analyzed at O.10-second intervals by the manual
Fourier (numerical-integration) method. The ckator input
used and the response of the model in angle of attack are
shown in figure 16. The frecluency resptmse as determined
by the numerical manual Fourier, the Coradi harmonic.
analyzer, and the exponential-approximation methods of
analysis are shown in figure 17. The scatter of points
obtained by the manual Fourier method of numerical
integration occurs at frequencies greater than about 8 radians
per seconcl. Further analysis with snmller time intervals
of, say, 0.05 second should provide better results in this
region, ,
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FIGL~RE l&-Tinle history of elevator step input and tmgk-of-attncti
response of the free-fall model at M= 0.725 and h== 32,000 feet.
The responses, as compllt ecl by the Doneg:m-pcwrson and expo-
nentitikpproxitn at.ionmet hod+, are indimt cd.
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deflection of a free-f:dl model at M= 0.725 :md hr= 32,000 feet us
determined by several methods.
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FMURN 19.—Frcquency response of the traneport at .M=O.26S and
h,. =5,000 feet as deternlin cd byscvertilmethods.

manual (numerical integration) I?ourivr methods. Although
small diflwences in t.lle results MO apparent in figure 19,
they do agree suffh!icntly well for most purposes. A check
point at a frequency of 8 radians per second and with a
0.05-second time. interval was made with the numerical-
integration Fourier method. The result essentially sub-
stantiated the }Ta.]ue determined with O.10-second time
intervals.

The third men tioned camw of error often incurred in the
FOUI’ier analysis was referred 10 as illcorreC!t 5J’11~.hI’OIliZatiO1l
of the input Nnd response dat,a in thu time domain. A shift
in the corrht ion of the time scales be twcen input and outp-
ut,, in turn, cu.uses a change in the phase angles obtained
in the frequency domain by ml amount directly proportiomd
to the frequency. These erroneous values of lag or lead will
lx hard to detect regardless of whether Fourier or curvc-
fitting methocls arc used since incorrect but apparently
logical frequency-response curves will usually occur.

11~order to avoid or reduce errors in the determination of
transfer functions from flight data, it is highly desirable LO
use as large a control deflection as possible, but the magnitude
of this control deflection must also be compatible with the
requiremen~ that the stability pwrametlcrs of thu airplane

remain within their linear range. It UISOappears highly
desirablo to analyze responses from two or more input
shapes at a given flight condition. A comparison of the
frequency response obtained from the same record by
different methocls has also proved a useful check.

As mentioned previously, examples indicating the times
required to reduce flight data to frequency responses by the
various methods discussed herein are summarized in table II.
The table enables the weighing of the time factor in choice
of a method; however, the choice clepencls on other factors
as well, such as availability of machine computing equipment
and limitations inherent in the various methocls as have
been discussed.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the foregoing stucly a number of considerations are
indicated which pertain to the choico of methods in the
determination of transfer functions and frequency response
from transient data. These consiclemtions may be. sum-
marized as follows:

In the methods which involve the analysis of transient.
responses ovw short pcriocls of time, a control input shoulcl
bo used that will afford (a) a close approach to a steacly-
state condition a.ncl (b) response amplitudes and harmonic
content (covering the frequency range of interest) large
enough to give good instrument ancl reading accuracy yet
small enough to keep the aircraft from departing from the
flight condition for which the response data are desired.
When flight data are analyzed, it appears highly desirable,
as a check on the determined transfer function, to obtain
responses from two or more input shapes at w given flight
condition. A comparison of the frequency response ob-
tained from the same rcc.ord by different methods has also
proved a useful check.

mu mcthocl involviug the oscillation of an aircraft
Lhrougll usc of sinusoidal control inputs requires a large
amount of Iiight tinl(? but a rela~ivcly simple analysis,
Satisfactory datu may be obtainecl with a human pflot
generating an approximate sinusoidal control input. For
modes of airc.raf t motion which are nearly critically dampecl,
the large amount of flight time can be reclucecl somewhat
since continuous records may be taken while the frequency
of oscillation is slowly change.cl to cover the frequency range
desirecl.

Two manmd l~ourier methock of amdyzillg arbitrary in-
puts and their responses were investigated. In the first
approach, analytical expressions within discrete intervals are
fitted to the time response ancl input, ancl terms of the Fourier
integral are obtained analytically. In the seconcl approach,
the time response and input functions at selected times are
first multiplied by the sine and cosine functions appearing in
the Fourier integral and the resulting procluct curves me
integrated numerically. The first approach appears to be
basically more accurate when utilizing manual computing
but is not as flexible or as Suitecl to mac.him ca.kuhltions as
the seconcl approach. Special machines for accomplishing a
l?ouricr analysis, such as the Fourier synthesizer ancl Coracli
harmonic analyzer, afiord a means for significantly reclucing
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ca.[c.uhl.l.ion time us ccunptirecl to m mmua] apprcracli. The
two nmchiues menticmed give resul(s cwmpwabk to [how
obtained by the usual manual procecluw in nunwrical Fouriw
a,nalyses. “Bemuse of its principle 01 operntion, the C’oracli
harmonic, analyzer appw-ws to be basically more acc.urtite
thn the Fourier synthesizer and, in general, gave sa.tisfactory
results out. to somewhat higher frequent.imt The Comdi
hwrnonic analyzer a.ppwtrsmore capable of handling ranclom
variations than the Fourier synthesizer, The mechanimd
application of the numericfil Fourier analysis through use of.
punch-mwcl calculating machines (for example, IBM equip-
ment) is a means for ctppreciwblyredwing calcuIa.tion time.
This appnmc.h wppears to afford the possibility of obtaining
gmwter precision in the calculatlions since the rapid computa-
tion makes feasible the use of smaller time int erva]s combinccl
wit h more complicated and precise int egru tlin.g formulas.

The expont!ntitil-approxinmtion nnd Donegan-pmrson
methods estwblish an analylicnl expression for the t.rtinsfer
function which, in termsof the imtiginwy i’requenry variable,
is continuous in frequency. The Fourier analysis, in con-
trwtl, does not furnish auaIyt.imlexpressions anclgives vaIues
of frequency response only at seleekd freclucncies. The
DoI~egii.tl-PeIIrsoIi atd I+ony methods ciu~ be USLKIsi~t is-
faetorily when rmsolluble. col~fide.nce wcists w to the analyt-
icd forms of the t rtinsfdr func lioll (si[]cc t.t]e form must, bc
msmnecl iu wlvwwe). This approach will ]lot, however,
detect details of’ the f’recfuwcy response that cannot be ap-
proximated by the ussumed form even if such chmwt erist ics
exist in the time response. In contrast, Fourier analysis will
detect all details of Lhe.frequency response which me within
tho acc.urwy of the metisurements and the ca.lc.uhltion pro-
cedure. The cxpo~~ellt.ial-a])~]roxinlat ion method is best
suit.ecl for lightly ih-tmped systems where the cent rol input.



APPENDIX A

ESTIMATION OF THE ERRORS ENCOUNTERED USING A CONTROL INPUT THAT CHANGES IN FREQUENCY AT A
CONSTANT RATE

Much of the extensive flight-test time involved in obtain-
ing frequency-response data by using a sinusoidal input can
be eliminated if the sinusoidal input is continuously changed
in frequency at a slow rate. Since transients are constantly
being introduced and dying out because of this constantly
changing frequency, the error introduced by assuming that
the response to this wave approximates the steady-state
response to a constant-frequency wave may, at any given
frequency, be a function of the natural frequency and damp-
ing of the airplane as well as the rate at which the frequency
is changed. Investigation of the magnitudes of these errors
in amplitude and phmo angle based on the response of the
airplane to a constant-frequency sinusoidal input was
performed as follows:

If a wave form of constant amplitude and constantly
changing frequency is compared with a sinusoidal wave
form having the same amplitude but constant frequency,
there will occur, at a time herein assumed to be zero, a
condition where the amplitude and instantaneous frequency
of the two waves will be identical. In the following derivat-
ion, the frequency at this instant is chiined as ~o and the
two waves me adjusted so that at this instant both waves
are at their maximum amplitude. A second-order system is
considered. The differential equation relating the response
of the system to a constant frequency input is then

( )
‘: ~2rD+l X=COS wot
con u~

(AI)

Similarly, for the varying cosine wave, this differential
equation is

(
~+:D+l) X=cos (w+ct)~ (A2)

Comparison of the two inputs shows that their difference
is effectively a phase difference which varies as the parabola
~= Ct2. Since a time-response solution of equation (A2) was
too cumbersome to be feasible, a linear-phase relationship
was chosen that would approximate the parabolic-phase
relationship and would afford a relatively simple time-
response solution. A wave having a linear-phase differ-
ence with a constant-frequency wave is, of course, another
constant-frequency wave of a different frequency, Although
a constant-frequency wave would not appear to be a good
approximation to the variable-frequency wave under con-
sideration, it will be shown that the difference between thti
original constant-frequency wave and the varying-frequency
wave may be closely approximated by the difference between
the two constant-frequency waves within the region of interest,

provided the relationship between their frequencies is
properly selected.

The procedure used for establishing the frequency of the
wave used in the approximation, in terms of the rate of
change of frequency of the variable-frequency wave, is as
follows: The actual phase-angle variation and the assumed
approximation are illustrated in figure 20. The time inter-
val over which the actual phase-angle variation was approxi-
mated was the interval which would enable transients intro-
duced by the varying-frequency wave to reduce to onc-
twentieth of their initial value (– TIIZOsts O), The parab-
ola was approximated by a straight line chosen to pass

through the parabola ~t the times t= O and t= —~TllzO, The

approximation was chosen to balance the area between the
parabola and the straight line in the region of interest.
Substitution of the approximate phase angle into the varying-
frequency input for the right-hand side of equation (A2)
gives

(

2

)
~ CT,,So t(’,0s u*—– (A3)

‘he relationships T,120=#~ and Do= $2 (d+ ~z) = 2C may

be substituted into equa~ion (A3) to give

Cos(+a’

A
..+=@—.————

-T1/20
2T

-~ 1/20

Time, t, sec

(A4)

C(TI,20)2

Wv20)2

~

\

FIGURE 20.—Straight-line approximation to the parabolic-phase-
angle variation which exists between a constant-frequency wave
and a wave whose frequency changes at a constant rate.
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For an example case where Du= 1 radian per second per
sec’oncl ml u=8 mulians per second, the original constant-
frc.quenc.ywave (eq. (AI)) and the varying-frequency wave
(eq. (A2)) are show-nin figure 2] together with the wave usecl
to approxinmt e the phase-angle rela.t.ionship between the
original two (eq, (A4)), In wkli tion, the difference between
the original constant-frequency wave and the va.rying-fre-
quenc.y wave is compared in figure 21 with the difference be-
tween the original const,ti.llti-frcql~e~~cywave and the wave
used in the approximation of tbe phase-angIe relationship.

The errors in p]mse and amplitude incurred in the response
of t,he seconcl-order system find caused by the use of a vmy-
illg-frequellc’y-!va.l’e input, instead of a constunt-frequency-
wave input may be obt.u.ined by determining the clifference
het.ween the phme angles md amplitude ratios obttiined from
these trwo inputs. These errors are given by

The substitution of’ D=juO for the response to cos UJ and

the substitution of D=j
(“0-3

for the response to

(!os(.*-#’) t will, at. t= Cl,give the error relationship in

twrns of amplitude and phase angle

1

Various values of damping ratio j-, frequency ratio wo/wn,
~lnd tho rate of change of frequency ratio DW/UM2were sub-
stit.u ted into the foregoing mla t.ions in order to obtain plots
of phase error and amplitude error (relatcif to the response
to a pure sinusoidal input,) at. zero time. Figure 22 presents
plots of these errors over a range of values of parameters
pertinent to most aircraft. This figure indicates that the
wrors increase rapidly with a. decrcwsc in the value- of danlp-
ing ratio below 0.707. At low values of damping mt.io, ex-
cessivdy large errors will be obtained unless the frequency

is varied at an extremely low rute in the vicinity of ‘~~=0, 01.

The greatest errors iu till cuses fippea.r to occur in the vicinity
@ the n[i tural frequency, the errors approaching zero at high
and low values of the frequency ratio.

For the tests presented in the body of this report, the air-
plane. tested had a damping ratio of about 0.7. The rate

.!l~ .l= . ...... . J
-.4 .,2 0

Time, l/ fiIzo

,

*

k&/lun2 , .“
0.01-’

.05--
,10.-

[=0.707

i

Dw/wn2
,0.01

/’.<”;2

F

- ..—-1

{=1,0

h
DWIU”2
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, ;:KI!J

w

I

i;MmEE
01 201 20120 ”1’2,

Ratio of forcing frequency to ndural frequency, Nwn

FIGURE 22.—Yariation in amplit uck :ind phaw crrww uhtaiuwi WIMI

using a sinusoidal input, which e.hangw frwpwnvy at w wimt [ml ,
rate, to simuiate a Aendy sirlusoidal inimt.

of change of frequency for these tests WM no( ronstan( lml
rather was lwM constant. at one frequcmry for sc~rral osrillt~-
tions 1.x40re progressing to Wncw frequwwy. I-Iowww, av~!r-
aging over a. range of frequencies gtiw’ an Uvwtig(! Yahu? of
Dti/uz of 0.06. Figure 22 indimtw an error in mnplit 1A*
and in phase imgh~ of less than 10 percmt for t Iw tiirplanr
tested at these conditions. This rrror falls witflin th(! srut [vr
shown in figure 3.



APPENDIX B

METHODS OF FOURIER ANALYSIS WHEREIN THE TRANSIENTS ARE REPRESENTED BY A SERIES OF POLYNOMIALS

A representation of an approximate step-control input and
the time response of pitching velocity of the fighter as shown
in figure 5 involved the division of the input into three
intervals of time and the division of the response into five
intervals of time.

The input, which reaches a steady-state value of 0.74° at
t= 0.10 second, was represented within the intervals by the
equations

a~(t)=20F (ostso.05)
&(t) =13.8t-O.64 (o.05stso.lo)
&(t)=o.74 (0.losts ~)

The Fourier transform of the input is then

J

0.05

J

0.10

f3(u)=20 t~e-~uldt+
o

(13.8t–0.64)e-~ w’dt+
0.05

J
0.74 m ~-~lddt

0.10

=13,8e-o.lo~U—lle8e-0.05~@ ,40(l_e-0.05jw)

u’
+j’ ~,

or in trigonometric form

w)=Qj’ C!osOolou
11.8

—~ Coso.050J—$ sin 0.05kI+

[

11.8
j ~ sin 0.050J

1
–~ sin o.10u+~ (1–COS 0.05u) (Bl)

where the substitution of selected values of frequency u will
afford the real and imaginary coefficients of the Fourier trans-
form at each frequency chosen.

The time response of pitching velocity, shown in figure 5,
was divided into discrete intervals and the coefficients of the
cubic equation

DO(t) =at’+M2+ct+d

were found as follows:
For the time interval O~ t ~ 0.10, inspection of the curve

indicates that it may be closely approximated by a cubic
without lower-order terms so that b= c= d= O and, at
t= 0.10 second, the relationship is written

D(t) =at’

0.0049 =a(0.10)3

4.9=a

The equation for this time intxrval becomes

Do(t) =409t3

)j’or t]]e tjrne interval 0.10 S ts 0.30, a qUaCh’atiC repre-

sentation, since the. transient in this interval does not indicate
the need of a cubic repwentation, will be assumecl where
the coefficients are found by the solution of the following
equations:

De(t=o.lo) 0.0049= (0.lo)’b+ (0.lo)c+d
D3(t=o.20) 0.0489= (0.20)2b+ (0.20)c+d
De(t=o.30) 0,0733= (0.30)%+ (o.30)c+d

The solution by “successive subtraction” is illustrated hero
since equal time intervals were USCC1,

0.0049 –0.0489= (0.01 –0.04)b+ (0.10 –O.20)c+(l–l)d
0.0489–0.0733= (0.04 –0,09)b+ (0.20 –O.30)c+(l–l)d
o.0440=o.03b+o.loc
0.0244=0.05 b+0.10c
O.0440– O.0244=(0.03–0.05 )6+(0.10– O.1O)C

0.0196= –0.02b
–0.98=b
0.734=C

–0.0587=d

The equation for this time interval becomes

Dt?l(t) =-0.98t2+0.734t- 0.0587

For the time interval 0.30s ts 0.80, the slope of the tran-
sient is zero at a time of 0.55 second. Use of this condition
is desirable in evaluating the constants over this interval;
therefore,

Do(t=o,30) 0.0733= (0.30)’a+(0.30)2b+ (0.30)c+d
De(t=o.55) 0.0856= (0.55) 3a+ (0.55)2b+ (0.55)c+d
D8(t=0.80) 0.0793= (0.80)3(2+ (0.80)2b+ (0.80)c+d
D’e(t=o.55) 0=3(0 .55)2a+2(0.55)b+c

and the equation for this time interval becomes

Dtj(t)=0.192t’– 0.4655t2+0.3379t+ 0.00862

For the time interval 0.80s ts 1.40, the solution of

DO(t=O.80) 0.0793= (0.80) 3a+ (0.80)2b+ (0.80)c+d
De(t=l.oo) 0.0723= (1.00) 3a+ (1.00)2b+ (1.00)c+d
D67(t=l.20) 0.0665= (1.20) 3a+ (1.20)2b+ (1.20 )c+cZ
De(t=l.40) 0.0636= (1.40) 3a+ (1.40 )2b+(l,40)c+d

gives an equation for this time interval of

D03(t)=0.0354t3 –0.09125t2+0.0425t+ 0.08565

For the time interval 1.40 ~ t= ~, the equation for a
constant value from steady state to infinity becomes

Do(t= 1.40) 0.0636=d
Thwdore,

Dd,(t)=O.0636
21
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The Fourier transform of the response is now evaluated by using the foregoing mmlyt ical exprmsiom fly summing fIw
following integrals:

m(a)=
J

‘D8(t)e-JWt
II

f

0.10

J

0.30 ~o.80
=4.9 pg-j.6~~_ (0.913t’-0.734t+ O.O5S7)e-@’dt+

.0 1
0,0 (0.192t3–0.4tM5t’+ 0.3:379t+0.00t362) e-~Wt+

0.10

J

1,40

J
(O.0354ts-0.09125t' +0.0425f+0.08565) e-$u`dt+O.O636 ‘m e-~u’dt

0,80 1.40

The integration of these terms (given in text after eq. (6)) leads to the. following relations:

5s.s 1
D8(U)=7–-J [(~–O.391J+j (~)] (cos O.10cd-j sin 0.10w)+$[~*+O.035S)+j(&)] (COS0.30uI-j sin O.:Nh)-

1

[( ) w%)]
-9+0.0031 –j (cos 0,80u–j sin 0.80ti)-$

[(
“*+0.0047)+j (%)] (cos 1.40d–j sin 1Ath)-J

.
(132) ‘

where the substitution of selected values of w afl’ords the real and imaginary coefficients of the Fo urirr t ransforn~ of i IW
pike.hing-velocity response of the fighter. The relationship between the output rmd the input is given by equtltions (4), (O),
and (7) and a plot, of these rela~ionships at several values of frequency are shown in figuw 6.

APPENDIX C

APPLICATION OF THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM TO A RESPONSE EQUATION

The response equation for the normal acceleration, as used
in the Prony method described by Greenberg in reference 4, is

n.(t)=n,$+e’; (JI sin at+Jz cos at) (cl)

where n~$ is the normal acc.elera,tion at steady state, The
equation for a step cent.rol input of magnitude 60 is as
follows:

t(t) =& (tzo) (C2)

The L@ace transform, inclic.ated by the operator p when
appliecl to equation (Cl), gives

J,wn (p)=~+ J,(p–a)
p (H~+cF+(p-a)2+@2

(C3)

and equntion (C2) becomes
I

a(p)=; (C4)I

By definition, the transfer function is the rutio of the Laphlcc
transform of the ouiput to ih(? Ltiplat!o transform of (h(? input
(initial conditions zero)

n(pj 1

[

J,up+ J,p (p–a)— .na~+-..2...5 ..:...:..—2:..=––2
d(p) a. P —.ap-t=a -PM 1

1

[

J,,p’+(J,a–J~a) p
1

=— ?1S8+L - ~~ ---: ---– ---=
&

m)
p +bp-t-k

where tht? substitution of ~= —2a and k=a~+ W2hiw been

made. The. equation may bl’ rwuwmgyd to tqww wil h f.he.

form of equfit ions (17) so thtit

~~~herethe subst,itutioll of @ for the opWiltOr p wi]l ]}1’01]u~’t!

the frequency-response relationships,

t



APPENDIX D

AN INTEGRATING MATRIX

The Done~an-Pearson method (ref, 17) of analysis of I Solution of equation (Dl) for values of the integers n=O, 1,
transient res~onses suggests a matrix solution which, if
followed, requires some knowledge of integrating matrices.
An integrating matrix believed to be somewhat easier to
use than the one suggested in reference 17 is presented here
together with its derivation.

If an arbitrary time-curve is chosen and divided into
equal intervals of time, then by Simpson’s rule a parabola
may be described through three adjoining points

I

2, 3, 4, , , . m gives

J

in
ydt=o

&~

J
‘n y (it= # (5y.-l+&/n—Yn+1)

~n-,

J

1
n y dt=: (5y.-z+13y.-.1+ yn+l)n+1)

fro-,

J
‘t (5y.-,+13yn_,+12yn_, +7y.–+1)l)1“ y dt=a

tfi-,

J““ ydt= # (5yn_4+13y,,.s+ 12y.-z+l2Y.-l+
tn–~

7Yn–Yn+l)

(n=O)

(n=l)

(n=2)

(n=3)

(n=4)

J
~tn

yClt=#(5yn-?n+13yn--(m-l) +12yn--(?n-2) +. . .+
Ln-~ .

12y.-l+7y.–yn+l) (n=m)

Written in tabular form (without fixing a value. for At), the coefficients of y appear in the integrating matrix in the form

t o At 2At 3At 41u 5At 6At 7At
_— . . ——

k 0.416~67At 0.666:67At
o“

-0. 033!33 N
o 0 0

-0.083833 At
o :

.416667 At
o 0

1.063333 At .533333 At ,
;: -o. 083!33 At

o 0
.416067 At

o
1.083333 M

4At
1.000000 At

.416667 At
.583333 At

1.08333.3 At 1.000000 M 1.000000 & .683333 At –O. 083:33 At : :

51u .416667 At 1. o&3333 At 1.000000 At
6 Af .416667 At

1.000000 At
1. o&3333 At

L Oooooo At
1.000000 At

.563333 At
1.000000 At 1.000000 At

-0.083333 At
1.000000 At .583333 At -o. 083!33 A!

The use of this integrating matrix simply requires the accumulative summation of

(0.416666 At)yn-,+ (0.666666 @Y.- (0.083333 At)Y.+1

which gives the area lying between n —1 and n addecl to the area already found from O to n-1.
23
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